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The battle to resist pornography is brutal.   Its lure just seems too powerful.   We've tried for years to

be strong, run away from temptation, and manage our desires in better ways. No matter how hard

we try, though, we just can't get free from pornography. Some of us have lost all hope.   What if the

battle you've been fighting isn't even the real battle?   What if using pornography is just a symptom

of something deeper going on inside of you?   What if the things you are doing to protect yourself

actually contribute to your obsession?   Have you had thoughts like I'm the only one struggling like

this, God must be so ashamed of me, or I've got to get stronger to overcome this? These thoughts

are common. But they are also lies.   10 Lies Men Believe about Porn holds these lies up against

the truth of Scripture. You'll learn how they deceive us into missing out on the freedom Christ offers

us. Ultimately, you'll discover that the message of the gospel isn't about learning to fight better-it's

about no longer needing to fight at all. That is the type of freedom Jesus came to offer you. That's

why they call it the Good News.   "And you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free."   -John
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This book hits right at it; plus alot more. I was so blown away that a book could simply give a better

understanding of the issue, but also break down the doubts that not any single one person could be

alone. even if it isnt pronography, finding a new way to get a grasp on the healing process and to

know everything is going to be ok. The truth is, God still loves us and wont stop. This book is

different from the rest. nothing but high recomendations. (of course you cant go wrong with having a

Fresh Prince quote either!)

Such a awesome and truthful book. I will actually recommend this book to any man. Guys give this

book a chance, believe me you will never be the same again, after you have read this book. Christ

is really all sufficient.EssJee Rautenbach author of :Ã‚Â How To Stand For Your Marriage: Giving

Hope To A Broken Generation

Stephen Kuhn's 10 Lies is a rare book on pornography (and addiction in general) that deals with the

underlying heart motivation behind porn, rather than offering rigid instructions for behavioral change.

It's a shame that the performance-driven books on the topic (like the dreadful Every Man's Battle

series, for example) get so much coverage.10 Lies is really about a lot more than just porn - it's

about the fundamental heart issues that have implications for the entirety of your spiritual life, not

just porn and addiction. Kuhn's writing is clear and to the point, and offers a lot of content to digest,

in a concise (and inexpensive!) package. If you or somebody you know is struggling with porn use

or addiction, then this is one book on the subject that gets it right when so many others don't.

A must read book for anyone dealing addiction to porn.

Best I have read on the subject.

Incredibly helpful and practical. The practice of replacing the lies we tell ourselves and the lies we

are bombarded with from the world around us and the enemy with God's promises and truth is

fundamental to living the abundant, victorious life in Christ. Kuhn is on that path and I am grateful for

honest, courageous brothers like him. May many find this book and be blessed!

I definitely have a problem with pornography. I've been on a journey and had many slip ups as well

as failures. Stephen puts things in perspective by showing you the side you don't usually associate



with pornography. He gets you to realize how much God's love is missed in our lives. In a digital age

of constant media consumption we can allow things to hold the place of God's love. But the void is

never truly filled - Stephen helps you to figure out how to be whole again.

Stephen Kuhn's latest book packs a punch and hits to the heart and soul of pornography. Revealing

and engaging, this book explores the trappings of pornography through real life testimonies and

experiences. Steve's writing is raw, relatable, and relevant! Pornography is a $13 billion dollar per

year industry that is decaying the very moral fabric of our society. 10 Lies Men Believe About Porn

explores how to recognize, reconcile, and recover from the devastating cycle of addiction. This is a

must read for men's groups, youth groups, small groups, pastors, and counselors. God's Word

brings power to break bondage and to bring transparency through truth. Kuhn exposes common lies

and reveals the devils motivation behind this wicked tool. Congratulations to Steve for listening to

the Holy Spirit and writing a controversial book that gets the root of a commonly shared infestation

happening throughout the world.
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